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Abstract – Multi-path is a technique to increase the reliability of 
the internet connection for an IP network. The implementation 
of this technique can be described as a host with two 
work together, when one of them fails the other will back up the 
connection. Since TCP does not support multi
term for this technique is multi-path. The fairness problem arises 
when multi-path host use the same bottleneck link with another 
single-path host. This problem can be solved by scaling down 
each sub-flow on the multi-path by modifying the Congestion 
Control on Westwood+. This paper will design a 
protocol which will use the same weighing method on BMC and a 
few modification on weight calculation by exploiting the 
Bandwidth Estimation on Westwood+ congestion control, this 
multi-path protocol will be mentioned as Normalize Uniform 
High-Adaptability (NUHA) TCP. The simulation will be 
conducted on HSDPA air interface to represent the wireless 
condition using network simulator 2. The results show 
multi-path protocol NUHA TCP works well i
without violating the fairness. 
Keywords: Westwood+, Wireless Multi
Congestion Control 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless technology consumption is widely increasing. 
Nowadays, people keen on 3G and 3.5G Technology 
especially High-Speed Downlink Packet Access(HSDPA). 
The previous technology such as General Packet Radio 
Service(GPRS) is also never absolutely abandoned since most 
of coverage areas also implement GPRS. The network 
interface devices are also become very cheap. Those high 
availabilities of network interface devices enable mobile 
devices to use multiple wireless connections concurrently. 
Multi-path TCP is basically a TCP which use multi
connections across the network, but it works like a single 
TCP, so it must be able to compete fairly with another normal 
single-path TCP. We called a host or a device which has 
multiple Transmission Control Protocol(TCP) connections as 
multi-path-host. The implementation of this multi
on cross-layer protocol both application and transport layer.

Figure 1.1 Unfair Bottleneck Bandwidth Sharing(Host 1= 3x45.45=136 
Mbps, others =1 x 45.45=45 Mbps)
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Multi-path is a technique to increase the reliability of the 
internet connection for an IP network. 
this technique can be depicted as a host with two connection 
paths works together, when one of them fails the other will 
back up the connection. Since TCP does not support multi
homing, the right term for this tech
technique has been proposed by Trilogy Project. Since most of 
the modifications lied on the host the fairness problem will 
appear. For example, on a bottleneck condition where a multi
path host has 3 connections and there are anot
hosts with each of them has one connection. The multi
host will dominate 3/6 bandwidth of the bottleneck since the 
network will treat each connection as single connection. Since 
the multi-path host has only one account, in term of fairnes
the multi-path host should only have ¼ bottleneck bandwidth 
since there are only 4 hosts exist. We wish to design a multi
path TCP Westwood+ which has not only great reliability but 
also good fairness against normal single
Multi-Path TCP does not have any method to choose different 
path for each connection so that it is very possible to use the 
same path for each connection. 

Figure 1.2 Fair and Reliable Multi-path TCP Westwood+(each 50Mbps)

II. RELATED 

TCP protocol is designed for a reliable host to host in 
computer communication networks and interconnection of 
existing networks. TCP interprets a packet loss as a sign that 
there is congestion (queue booming) in the network and 
responds by reducing the window size. CWND or window 
size is the number of packets sent in one delivery. 
as a marking that packet is received, an acknowledgment is 
used as a sign that the sent packets had arrived. 
introduced Congestion Control as a solution to the congestion 
in the network. There are at least two parts in congestion 
control. the first part of congestion control algorithm is 
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CP protocol is designed for a reliable host to host in 
computer communication networks and interconnection of 

TCP interprets a packet loss as a sign that 
there is congestion (queue booming) in the network and 

dow size. CWND or window 
size is the number of packets sent in one delivery. In addition, 
as a marking that packet is received, an acknowledgment is 
used as a sign that the sent packets had arrived. TCP 
introduced Congestion Control as a solution to the congestion 

There are at least two parts in congestion 
control. the first part of congestion control algorithm is 



Algorithm Slow-start phase when the connection was firstly 
opened. The W CWND value applies the following equation:

W � W +1  per ACK or W � 2W  per RTT 
 

Based on that equation, the size of CWND increases fast 
and grows exponentially. This is purposed for each time the 
connection is started, the delivery size of pa
the size of certain size. This certain size is mentioned as 
SSTHRESH or slow-start threshold. Once the CWND surpass 
the size of SSTHRESH, the TCP enters the 
Avoidance phase which has different equation depend on the 
variant of the used TCP: 

Figure 2.1 CWND size on TCP
Figure 2.1 describes the size of W in slow

in congestion avoidance phase. Generally, on TCP, congestion 
avoidance algorithm is described as follows:

• ACK: W� W + 1/W �(additive increase) 
• LOSS: W� W/2�(multiplicative decrease) (eq. 2.2)

 
a  value is mentioned as increment factor

avoidance algorithm on TCP Reno belongs to Additive 
Increase Multiplicative Decrease(AIMD), which has pattern 
as follows: 

• ACK: W� W + a/W  
• LOSS: W� b*W   

 
Based on BMC[7], using s as packet size, p as packet loss 

rate, t as timeout value, R as RTT value, T
TCP Reno can be formulated as follows: 
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Equation above means that throughput of TCP Reno is 
equal to the square root of increment factor a. Normal TCP 
substitutes a value with 1. if we wish to get x times of the 
normal throughput we can substitute a with x
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The value of a and b is varying i.e. TCP Reno has a=1, b= 
½ . If we denoted throughput of this combination of a and b as 
Th. Based on BMC[7], if we substitute a with x
the throughput will become ½ Th or half of the previous 
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Figure 2.1 CWND size on TCP 
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Based on BMC[7], using s as packet size, p as packet loss 
rate, t as timeout value, R as RTT value, Tr the throughput of 
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Equation above means that throughput of TCP Reno is 
equal to the square root of increment factor a. Normal TCP 

value with 1. if we wish to get x times of the 
normal throughput we can substitute a with x2. 

�
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The value of a and b is varying i.e. TCP Reno has a=1, b= 
of this combination of a and b as 

a with x2=( ½)2=¼ , 
will become ½ Th or half of the previous 

throughput. This means, if we substitute a with x
lies between 0 and 1 the throughput
Th . 

III.  DESIGN OF MULTI-P

TCP Westwood+ is a v
advantages to overcome high loss rate
such satellite and cellular. TCP 
Slow-start Algorithm as TCP Reno
W � W +1  per ACK or W � 2W  per RTT

Slow-start algorithm makes the W increasing fast and 
exponentially until W exceeds 
TCP enters Congestion avoidance phase. Figure 3.1 describe 
the behaviour of TCP Westwood

Figure 3.1. W size on TCP Westwood+
 

The difference between TCP 
lies on Congestion Avoidance 
Additive Increase Adaptive Decrease(AIADD) because the 
different behaviour between Reno
TCP Westwood+ is adaptive.  

• ACK: W� W + a/W, �
• LOSS: W� max(2, BWE . RTTmin / Seg_Size), 

�(adaptive decrease)  
o BWE : available  bandwidth end
o RTTmin : minimum Round Trip Time 

measured during connection and 
o Seg_size  : TCP segment (bit)

 

Figure 3.2. W size on weighted TCP Westwood+
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PATH TCP WESTWOOD+ 

+ is a variant TCP Westwood and has 
dvantages to overcome high loss rate and long delay network 

such satellite and cellular. TCP Westwood+ has the same 
Reno which is : 
2W  per RTT   (eq. 3.1) 

algorithm makes the W increasing fast and 
exponentially until W exceeds ssthresh. On such condition, 
TCP enters Congestion avoidance phase. Figure 3.1 describe 

Westwood+ on the network. 

 
Figure 3.1. W size on TCP Westwood+ 

rence between TCP Westwood+ and TCP Reno, 
lies on Congestion Avoidance algorithm which belongs to 

tive Increase Adaptive Decrease(AIADD) because the 
Reno on loss condition that is the 

�(additive increase, a=1)  
max(2, BWE . RTTmin / Seg_Size), 

 (eq. 3.2) 
BWE : available  bandwidth end-to-end [5] 
RTTmin : minimum Round Trip Time 
measured during connection and  
Seg_size  : TCP segment (bit)  

 
Figure 3.2. W size on weighted TCP Westwood+ 

Westwood+ on steady state can 
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Previous equation indicates that throughput of TCP 
Westwood+ is equal to the square root of increment factor a. 
Normal TCP substitutes a value with 1. If we wish to get x 
times of the normal throughput we can also substitute a with 
x2. The main difference of the Reno Throughput is that 
the Westwood+ throughput equals to the inverse of square 
root of RTT while the Reno equals to the inverse
root of RTT. 
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Thus, the algorithm will be as following equations:

• ACK: W� (W + x2/W)  
• LOSS: W� (max(2, BWE . RTTmin / Seg_Size)) 

 (eq. 3.5) 
It means the modifications will change 

value in the network. 
Based on the previous description, to achieve fairness 

we will modify the TCP Westwood+ and add some formula 
on higher layer.  There are two parts of the modifications:

 

Figure 3.3 Modifications on the Connection
 

Weighing Method 
Each connection throughput is scaled down depends 

on the weight value. This method works on layer transport 
which directly modify the TCP parameter. This part uses 
substitution on increment factor a with a value Dn
the throughput. So that the total throughput of each 
connections of multi-path host will be the same as normal 
single connection. 

 
Weight Manager 

From previous figure about fairness problem on 
bottleneck, we can describe the bottleneck sharing
following figure. 

Figure 3.4. Bottleneck Condition without Weight
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Figure 3.3 Modifications on the Connection 

Each connection throughput is scaled down depends 
on the weight value. This method works on layer transport 
which directly modify the TCP parameter. This part uses 
substitution on increment factor a with a value Dn2=x2 to scale 
the throughput. So that the total throughput of each 

path host will be the same as normal 

From previous figure about fairness problem on 
describe the bottleneck sharing by 

 
Figure 3.4. Bottleneck Condition without Weight 

If bottleneck bandwidth(BW) is b and each path BW 
is also b , the total throughput of Multi
bottleneck is formulated as follows :�)-. � �� / �� / �� / 0 / �+

But, the throughput of the single path is only:��*+2.� � �    
The weight manager is part of method which finds 

the weight for each connection. If we substitute the increment 
factor of each sub connection in the multi

� � 34
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Thus,  the bottleneck condition will change.

Figure 3.5. Bottleneck Condition with Weight
Thus the multi-path host will also change:

       �)-. � �� / ��/. . / �+ �
  (eq. 3.10) 

The single path also has throughput:��*+2.� � �′   
Where ��*+2.� � � ′ 6 �

fairly competing with multi-path.
From the previous description we see that the TCP 

Westwood+ has bwe_ parameter which represents the 
bandwidth estimation of a connection. The weight manager 
will take each connection bandwidth estimation(
calculates the x for each connection and return x
connection as its increment factor. The calculati
follows: 

 � � 7��_"9:
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• bwe_max = maximum bandwidth of a normal 
Westwood+ connection

• bwe_1…bwe_n = bandwidth estimation of each 
connection on a multi-path host

• this formula will update the x value
t second. 

The rationale of using equation 3.11 instead of equation 
3.9 is that the equation 3.11 has more adaptability on wireless 
since wireless has variational bandwidth due to signal fading. 
Equation 3.11 needs knowledge of maximum bandwidth 
estimation(BWE max) which is the maximum value of BWE 
from a single path. In the experiment, the BWE max will be 
substituted with various values. 
 

IV.  EVALUATIONS 

We have conducted experiments to evaluate the 
performance of Normalized Uniform and High
(NUHA) TCP using ns-2. The Multi
from a host which uses three different Radio Frequency for 
HSDPA. We have evaluated weighing method and weight 
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will take each connection bandwidth estimation(bwe_)[5] and 
calculates the x for each connection and return x2 to its 
connection as its increment factor. The calculation for x is as 
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bwe_max = maximum bandwidth of a normal 
Westwood+ connection 
bwe_1…bwe_n = bandwidth estimation of each 

path host 
this formula will update the x value periodically each 

The rationale of using equation 3.11 instead of equation 
3.9 is that the equation 3.11 has more adaptability on wireless 
since wireless has variational bandwidth due to signal fading. 
Equation 3.11 needs knowledge of maximum bandwidth 
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VALUATIONS AND RESULTS 

We have conducted experiments to evaluate the 
performance of Normalized Uniform and High-Adaptability 

2. The Multi-path here will be come 
from a host which uses three different Radio Frequency for 
HSDPA. We have evaluated weighing method and weight 



manager. The former will be discussed in this early part of 
chapter. The latter will be discussed in the second part of this 
chapter. 

 
4.1 Weighing Method Evaluation 
To evaluate the ability of weighing method, we conduct 
following scenario: 

Figure 4.1 Throughput Scaling Experiment Scenario
We exchange the TCP increment UE1(Dn

Dn=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, up to 1. We wish to see the effect of the 
Dn value to throughput scaling on a bottleneck link. On such 
condition, ideally the throughput of UE1 compared to UE2 
will be Dn:1. Based on that condition, we conducted 
experiment for 120 s. the following table and graphics is the 
result of the experiments. 

Figure 4.2 Throughput Scaling Result
The horizontal axis is weight(Dn

axis is throughput comparison between UE1 and UE2. Each of 
those items, is the average of throughput that is sampled every 
5 s for 120 s. from the result we see that the increment 
factor(Dn) has effect on the throughput. We wish to see i
comparison between UE1 increment factor versus UE2 
increment factor has the same value with the comparison 
between UE1 throughput versus UE2 throughput or simply 
Th1:Th2=Dn:1.  We see that for Dn=0.1, Th1:Th2=0.61:1. 
This result is almost always increasing linearly for Dn= 0.2 to 
1. Although it is not linear, the result means that the bigger 
increment factor(Dn) has the bigger throughput.

 
4.2 Weight Manager Evaluation 

The following experiment is to evaluate the ability of 
a multi-path host to adapt the environment condition. UE1 is a 
host with wireless multi-path connections. It has three 
HSDPA connections. In normal condition, It will consume 
three times normal host throughput. But, with NUHA
UE1 throughput will be normalized to 1 to keep the fairness of 
the bottleneck. 
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Figure 4.2 Throughput Scaling Result 

The horizontal axis is weight(Dn) and the vertical 
axis is throughput comparison between UE1 and UE2. Each of 
those items, is the average of throughput that is sampled every 
5 s for 120 s. from the result we see that the increment 
factor(Dn) has effect on the throughput. We wish to see if the 
comparison between UE1 increment factor versus UE2 
increment factor has the same value with the comparison 
between UE1 throughput versus UE2 throughput or simply 
Th1:Th2=Dn:1.  We see that for Dn=0.1, Th1:Th2=0.61:1. 

easing linearly for Dn= 0.2 to 
1. Although it is not linear, the result means that the bigger 
increment factor(Dn) has the bigger throughput. 

The following experiment is to evaluate the ability of 
path host to adapt the environment condition. UE1 is a 

path connections. It has three 
HSDPA connections. In normal condition, It will consume 

roughput. But, with NUHA- TCP, 
UE1 throughput will be normalized to 1 to keep the fairness of 

Figure 4.3 Multi-path Host Adaptability Experiment Scenario
The advantage is the connection must be more stable 

since it has 3 connections. If one connection is down, another 
connections will back up the connection.

These are the results of simulations of multi
host (host 1 with three paths) which stays in area BS1 and 
competes with another single-path normal host(2,3,4) along 
the simulation. The former figure used bwMax=80000 and the 
latter figure using bwMax=50000.

Figure 4.4 Static Multi-path and Single
NUHA TCP (bwMax=80000)

 The figure is a result from average of 5 times running. 
We can see from the figure above that Host1 has higher 
throughput more than normal hosts(host 2,3,4) almost all the 
running time. NUHA TCP succeeded decreasing the 
domination of multi-path host so that the total throughput of 
host 1 never exceed three times throughput of normal single
path host this result is much better in term of fairness regarding 
to the previous result without weight. We can also see that the 
normal host throughput is higher than the first result that is 
around 6000-7000 packet/second. 

In the beginning of the simulations, we see that the 
throughput value of multi-path host is very high, this is caused 
by the TCP connections is still in slow start phase whic
congestion window grows fast. Once the connections reach the 
congestion avoidance phase the throughput is smaller.

-+--+-    Average Throughput Host 1
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path and Single-path Hosts Throughput Comparison with 

NUHA TCP (bwMax=80000) 
The figure is a result from average of 5 times running. 

We can see from the figure above that Host1 has higher 
throughput more than normal hosts(host 2,3,4) almost all the 
running time. NUHA TCP succeeded decreasing the 

path host so that the total throughput of 
host 1 never exceed three times throughput of normal single-
path host this result is much better in term of fairness regarding 
to the previous result without weight. We can also see that the 

oughput is higher than the first result that is 
7000 packet/second.   

In the beginning of the simulations, we see that the 
path host is very high, this is caused 

by the TCP connections is still in slow start phase which its 
congestion window grows fast. Once the connections reach the 
congestion avoidance phase the throughput is smaller. 

Average Throughput Host 1 
Average Throughput Host 2,3,4 

Time 



Figure 4.5 Static Multi-path and Single-path Hosts Throughput Comparison 
with NUHA TCP (bwMax=50000)

 Figure above describes the result of the same 
simulation but using different parameter which its bwMax 
value uses 50000. The result is similar to the previous result 
which is using 80000 as its bwMax value. But we can see that 
the throughput is slightly lower than previous experiment and 
the multi-path throughput value is almost approaching the 
single-path value. In the term of fairness, this result is better 
than the previous with 80000 bwMax Value.
TCP Performance on Bottleneck 

The figure below describes the performance of 
various kinds of TCP on Bottleneck link in all static host 
condition.  

Figure 4.6 Multi-path without Weighted, Weighted Multi
bwMax value and Normal Single Path Comparison.

As described by figure 4.6, in various type of TCP, 
of course un-weighted multi-path TCP 
throughput, but it violates the fairness as the previous 
discussion. The weighted multi-path TCP has better result 
since the multi-path has higher throughput but it does not 
violate the fairness. The multi-path TCP curves approach the 
normal single host TCP. The advantage of the multi
over single-path is multi-path TCP has better stability on 
throughput value. 

In figure 4.7, the vertical axis is throughput in packet 
per second and the horizontal axis is loss rate. Each curve 
represents a certain TCP type. In very high loss rate the multi
path host has better throughput value because the multi
TCP uses the free bandwidth. Moreover, the multi
more than one path so that each time a TCP path suffers loss 
packet the other TCP paths will use it. 

.  multi-path without weight 
x weighted multi-path bwmax=80000 
o weighted multi-path bwmax=50000 
+ normal host 
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various kinds of TCP on Bottleneck link in all static host 

 
path without Weighted, Weighted Multi-path with Various 

bwMax value and Normal Single Path Comparison. 
As described by figure 4.6, in various type of TCP, 

path TCP has the largest 
throughput, but it violates the fairness as the previous 

path TCP has better result 
path has higher throughput but it does not 

path TCP curves approach the 
l single host TCP. The advantage of the multi-path TCP 

path TCP has better stability on 

In figure 4.7, the vertical axis is throughput in packet 
per second and the horizontal axis is loss rate. Each curve 

nts a certain TCP type. In very high loss rate the multi-
path host has better throughput value because the multi-path 
TCP uses the free bandwidth. Moreover, the multi-path has 
more than one path so that each time a TCP path suffers loss 

Figure 4.7 Throughput Comparison in Various Loss Rate Value

Figure 4.8 Bottleneck Utilization on Bottleneck
 In figure 4.8, the vertical axis is the total throughput 

on the bottleneck and the horizontal axis is time in second. 
We see that multi-path host both weighted or un
have more stable throughput. Of course, that is caused by the 
multi-path TCP connection which will back up each other 
connection. We see that the all total value on the single 
bottleneck, is almost equal for each TCP type, so if one of the 
TCP has bigger value of throughput, the other connection 
throughput must be lower. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the TCP modifications and its 
performance. This chapter will conclude all the previous 
discussion. In Bottleneck condition, by changing the 
increment factor (a) value of TCP 
with another value between 0 and 1, we can 
throughput value. But, in a non-
utilized link, the connection will behave like normal 
connection with value a = 1. This behaviou
advantageous to keep fairness on a host with multiple 
connections. Multi-path has better adaptability on wireless 
connection but multi-path dominates the single bottleneck but 
multi-path also violates the fairness constrain. NUHA TCP 
can reduce the dominations of a 
the increment factor of each c
maximum bandwidth with total connections bandwidth to 
keep its fairness. This method succes
domination of multi-path host in bottleneck conditio
Another TCP variants behaviour
path host must be evaluated. There are so many kinds of 
environment condition that will need 
behaviour. Another research that must be evaluated is the 
convergence time of Multi-path TCP.
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In figure 4.8, the vertical axis is the total throughput 
on the bottleneck and the horizontal axis is time in second. 

path host both weighted or un-weighted, 
have more stable throughput. Of course, that is caused by the 

nnection which will back up each other 
connection. We see that the all total value on the single 
bottleneck, is almost equal for each TCP type, so if one of the 
TCP has bigger value of throughput, the other connection 

ONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed the TCP modifications and its 
performance. This chapter will conclude all the previous 
discussion. In Bottleneck condition, by changing the 
increment factor (a) value of TCP Westwood+ connection 
with another value between 0 and 1, we can scale down its 

-bottleneck condition or under-
utilized link, the connection will behave like normal 

with value a = 1. This behaviour will be very 
advantageous to keep fairness on a host with multiple 

has better adaptability on wireless 
dominates the single bottleneck but 

also violates the fairness constrain. NUHA TCP 
can reduce the dominations of a multi-path host by changing 
the increment factor of each connection with comparison of 
maximum bandwidth with total connections bandwidth to 
keep its fairness. This method successfully reduced the 

host in bottleneck condition. 
Another TCP variants behaviour and modification on a multi-

ated. There are so many kinds of 
environment condition that will need a different kind of TCP 

Another research that must be evaluated is the 
path TCP. 
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